cleverQ

Pager
Individually adaptable pagers as replacement or supplement for mobile
devices or for customers who do not want to/cannot download the
cleverQ app.
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www.cleverq.de

With the cleverQ pager module, customers have the opportunity to
move freely while waiting and do not have to spend the whole time in a
waiting room.
A ticket is assigned to the customer at reception and a pager is handed
out at the same time. The pager signals the customer on his call-up.

Ticket & Pager are
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Customer can move
freely

Easy call via pager

Branding
Like all cleverQ modules, the pager module can be set up quickly and
controlled centrally. Of course, we can design the pagers according to
your wishes and adapt them to your corporate design.

Technologiepartner
Our technology partner JTECH is one of the largest pager providers
worldwide. Together we developed the cleverQ pager module.
Since 1988, JTECH has developed innovative, easy-to-use and affordable
pager and SMS solutions for a variety of companies worldwide. The
company has been an industry leader in paging and messaging
solutions for over 25 years.
Want to learn more about our partner? Visit the JTECH-Homepage.

Sales & Distribution partner
Discover Systems is our distribution partner for the European area.
Discover Systems headquarteres are in Denmark, where development is
also being driven forward. Production is carried out by Danish companies
and international partners.
Discover Systems has almost 20 years of experience in the field of call
systems and distributes its products worldwide. A strong partner and the
ideal complement to the cleverQ system. For more information, please
visit the Discover System homepage at: www.discoversystems.de
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